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Problem Definition and    

design goals 
The objective was to design a thermal 
management system for a multi-kilowatt, 
multi-phase, power converter based 
around a unified thermal core with liquid or 
air cooling.

This  project consists of 2 main phases 

Phase 1- designing a heat sink to fit within 
the constraints for the thermal and physical 
properties defined by board configuration 
and MOSFET placement. 

Phase 2- focused around testing for the 
purpose of refining heat dissipation, 
functionality, and efficiency. 
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Specifications and constraints 3

 The main constraints: 

 The amount of heat we need 

to remove

 The layout of the circuit board 

 The weight 

 The volume 



Deliverables 4

 One fully designed and 

tested heat sink proven to be 

the best of all of our designs  

at of removing the heat from 

the MOSFETs as well as 

meeting all of our other 

specifications. 



Board set up 5



Design Concepts for the heat sink 6

 We started out with the following preliminary designs 
aiming to increase manufacturability, maximize surface 
area, minimize weight, and optimize fin spacing. 

82 mm

82 mm



Water System 7



Simulations & Math Modeling  

 Rachel Peterson was able to run 
simulations and Math Models for 
us to verify that that our air 
cooling system should work

 This allows us to continue on with 
the Air cooled system, giving us 
three different system to work 
with 
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Final choice 9

Cross Hatched Sink

Cross Hatched Sink Redesign

Triangular Sink

Water Cooled Sink

 Final designs include:
 Water Cooled Heat Sink 

 Triangular Air Cooled Sink 

 Crossed Hatched Air Cooled 

Sink 

 Redesigned Crossed Hatched 

Air Cooled Sink 

 Determined aluminum would work 

best over copper as it has a higher 

thermal resistance but much less 

mass (3x lighter). 



Triangular Heat Sink  

 First heat sink we made. Learned about shop and 

manufacturing. 

 After researching how to manufacture our heat sinks we 

found that we could construct this sink using a slitting saw 

Using in aluminum from the shop we created 4 Identical 

triangular pieces, cut relief spacers between the 
segments, and finally used a slitting saw to cut the fins. 
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Cross Hatched Heat Sink
 After a few modifications we 

came up with our final 

crosshatched heat sink design, 

based around the shops 

capability. 

 We were able to create a 

Mastercam code for the sink and 

then manufacture 4 of them side 

by side on the shops Hass Mill. 
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Redesigned Cross Hatched Heat Sink

 After making and testing the 

crosshatched sink we decided to do a 

redesign that would work better with a 2 

fan configuration and better fit the air 

inlet. 

 We were able to code the part in 

Solidcam, very similar to Mastercom, and 

Machine it on the Haas mill, in a similar 

fashion as the original. 
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Water cooling system 13

 We originally decided to implement 

a water cooling system in addition to 

the air cooled system, on the off 

chance that the air cooled failed to 

meet the required cooling capacity 

 We were able to buy the cooling 
system as a complete package and 

then manufacture a rectangular 

aluminum cooling block with taped 

holes for attaching a cooling plate. 

Water Block 

Radiator / Fan  

Pump



MOSFET Brackets

 Ran into issues with attaching the MOSFET brackets. 
Holes in the block for attaching cold plate 

interfered with placement.  

 Came up with a new design to replace the old 

design.

 Came up with design that interconnected the 

ends of each of the bracket sides.

 Drafted brackets in solid works then machined 

 Work well to secure MOSFET’s to the heat sink 
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Case Design 

 Designed using Solidworks 

 Cut 20 gauge sheet metal to 8 
x 12 in sheets for the sides and 8 
x 8 for the top and bottom. 

 Brackets connect the sides 
together as well as the bottom 

 Brackets were machined to 
mount and secure the board 
and the MOSFETS to the case 

 Designed to use 1 fan 
configuration for ventilating 
case and a 2 fan configuration 
where another fan is attached 
directly over the heat sink to 
remove heat. 
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Testing set up

 We began our testing process by 

defining our testing variables and 

creating a rubric for data 

recording and processing. 

 We then used a watt meter with a 

variac power supply to power the 

board at approximately 125 W, as 

well as a power supply to run the 

fans and pump. We then 

recorded 30 minute test segments 

using our thermal camera 
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Testing

 We ran all tests for 

30 min intervals 

 Ran at 125 Watts

 We ran test on the 

air sinks using 1 

and 2 fan 

configurations.
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Cross Hatched SinkTriangular Sink

Cross Hatched Sink Redesign Water Cooled Sink



Results 18



Results 19

Compiled all test data
Calculated thermal 

resistivity of each sink 
 Applied weights to test 

and system variables 
Characterized heat sink 

by:
 Thermal Resistivity 
 Power Draw
Weight 
Manufacturability  

Determined that the 
Crosshatched Heat sink
with 1 fans attached, 
was the most viable 
solution 



Questions 
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